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Abstract 

 

Simulation models for welding or heat treatment are very complex. It is a special 

challenge to develop a pre-processor that enables fast setup, automation as far as 

possible but no limitation in modelling. The aim of DynaWeld [1] is to fulfil these 

requests. The input data are collected in a spreadsheet. On the one hand this 

spreadsheet file represents the documentation of the simulation model on the other 

hand it is the metafile for the DynaWeld keyword generator.  

 

The workflow of DynaWeld allows the user  a very efficient model setup even in 

cases of large models and/ or a huge number of welds.  

 

The data-functions of the spreadsheet program support the input with the sort of 

data, copy function, auto fill function or the use of cell formulas. 

 

DynaWeld supports the input, import, modification and adjustment of material data 

for welding and heat treatment. The interface supports several different material 

simulation software products. The generated data are converted in a spreadsheet 

file that supports the graphical display of all material parameter for check and 

documentation. 

 

More than a simple pre-processor DynaWeld provides an environment that links all 

software packages necessary for welding and heat treatment simulation. It is 

enhanced by auxiliary tools for model check and post processing. The DynaWeld 

concept presented in this paper is developed on long term experience in consulting 

welding and heat treatment simulation. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

 

In the last decades numerical phenomena for welding and heat treatment processes were 

investigated by many research projects. The academic basic work is done for the simulation of 

these manufacturing processes. The challenge now is its application for the industrial cases and 

use. 

 

The motivation for simulation is various [2][3][4]:  

- Design of process 

- Design of geometry 

- Integrated design of process and geometry 

- simulation of process chain for any design reason 

- Calculate state of specimen after manufacturing for further numerical analysis 

- deeper understanding of process or analysis of failures and damages 

 



Welding and heat treatment processes have some similarities especially from the numerical 

point of view: They request thermal mechanical coupled analysis, and temperature dependent 

material properties. Microstructure, phase transformation and phase transformation effects have 

to be taken into account for heat treatment and some kinds of welding simulation. 

 

The difference between both lies in the phase change of microstructure, difference in some 

simplification opportunities and the temperature field: Welding requires adjustment for the 

equivalent heat source, heat treatment requires adjustment for the heat convection function of 

the quenching medium. 

 

The welding analysis is divided in welding structure analysis which is signed by using an 

equivalent heat source approach and welding process analysis, which is signed by the 

calculation of the heating and heat input. In this paper the focus is on the welding structure 

analysis. The welding process analysis can be used as auxiliary simulation for the determination 

of the equivalent heat source for the welding structure analysis. 

 

The heat treatment processes: 

- Quenching 

- Case Hardening 

- Inductive Hardening 

can be subdivided in the following process steps: 

- Heating 

- Carburisation (for case hardening) 

- Quenching 

- Tempering. 

 

The welding processes 

- Arc Welding 

- Gas Metal Arc Welding (GMAW) 

- Submerged Arc Welding (SAW) 

- Tungsten Inert Gas Welding (TIG) 

- Laser and Electron Beam Welding 

- GMAW-Laser-Hybrid 

- Resistive Welding (e.g. Resistive Spot Welding RSW) 

can be subdivided in the following process steps: 

- Clamping, Predeformation 

- Heating (Heat Source) 

- Cooling 

- Reheating (multi pass welding) 

- Grinding and Reheating 

- Unclamping (welding spring back). 

 

A wide range of weld types and specimen dimension exists.  

 

From the point of modelling and depending of the problem to be analyzed solid element models, 

shell element models, 2D shells or 2D-axis-symetric shells or mixed shell-solid element models 

are recommended. The simulation of the process chain forming - heat treatment - welding - 

crash becomes more and more of interest [5][6]. Another issue is the assembly of previous 

simulated process steps within their residual stresses and deformations. 

 

For the design of an pre-processor the processes and process steps mentioned above has to 

be considered as well as the requests on modelling and process chain feasibility. 

 



LS-DYNA is a well established finite element code including many solvers (thermal, mechanical, 

electro-magnetic, fluid), supporting coupling between the solvers and explicit as well as implicit  

analysis. Many features were implemented in the LS-DYNA code to enable welding and heat 

treatment simulation [7][8][9][10][11] with respect to process chain simulation [12][13]. The one 

code strategy of LS-DYNA enables the design of a simulation environment within one finite 

element code for all simulation types and disciplines by use of one continuous data structure. 

This is the reason why DynaWeld supports the LS-DYNA code.  

 

 

2. From the model structuring to the GUI structure 

 

Welding and heat treatment simulation touches many engineering and science disciplines: 

- Material science 

- Welding engineer, heat treatment engineer 

- Finite element method engineer 

- Meshing engineer 

- Software developer 

 

There are not so much engineers in the world who cover all this fields. This might lead to the 

estimation, welding and heat treatment simulation can only be performed by a small number of 

experts. But this issue can be solved if the entire simulation task can be subdivided in several 

subtasks. Each part might be treated by special qualified engineers.  

 

 

Fig. 1: Sub structuring of the simulation model 

 

Fig. 1 shows the structuring of a welding or heat treatment simulation. The four main tasks are 

geometry, material, process and additional definitions for Finite Element Method (FEM). The 

material-card, stored in an includable file, needs to be created once for each material and can 

be applied to many simulation models. The geometry and mesh has to be created once for each  

model or for each fabrication step, in case of an assembly simulation. The mesh can be used 

for many variants of the process. By the process task finally the manufacturing parameter were 

defined. The process task itself contains subtasks which can be reused several times in the 

process definition: 

- heat source adjustment 

- quenching media adjustment 



In the last step all other FEM definitions or special model additions are collected. It also might 

be interpreted as user defined extensions to avoid limitations in modelling 

 

It is possible to outsource the tasks geometry and material. Then the simulation setup become 

more convenience to those who are familiar with the process but not with the FEM-technology 

or material science. 

 

The DynaWeld environment follows the concept of model sub structuring. The user has direct 

access to the main tasks. All software packages which might be in use during modelling can be 

launched. The user can individually design which software will be launched. With DynaWeld the 

user can continue with his accustomed software for mesher, FEM pre-processor, FEM post-

processor, file manager or spreadsheet program. The environment is related to the projects 

work directory. All applications are launched related to this directory. 

 

 

Fig. 2: DynaWeld main frame for welding 

 

 

3. Geometry, mesh and import from previous simulations 

 

For the used finite element method the geometry needs to be meshed. The mesh represents a 

grid for the numerical points of calculation in the FEM. For welding as well as for heat treatment 

a regular mesh is not applicable. The temperature field contains high gradients especially in the 

weld area or at the surface which requires fine mesh. To get manageable simulation models an 

adaptive meshing is mandatory with refinement to weld or surface. The simulation performance 

and the result quality is related to the mesh design. Thus the design of meshing requires 

experience. In case of industrial application the outline of particular meshing rules, related to the 

specimen taken into account, are recommend. 

 

To decrease the meshing effort existing meshes from other simulations (crash, forming...) might 

be used and extended or adapted. For example an existing crash mesh requires mesh 

refinement in the weld area or the addition of elements representing the weld filler. 

 

In case of process chain simulation or in case of assembly simulation the geometry consists of 

lots of parts from previous simulations. These parts are implemented in the new simulation by 

dynain-file with geometry (element, node), stress, strain, history variable and shell thickness 

information. The new parts are added by mesh only (element, node) [5]. 

 



Meshing has to be done by external meshing tools. DynaWeld sources automatically all existing 

mesh files in the project directory. One single file is not mandatory, the mesh can be stored in 

different files. Node sets or segment sets are needed to address trajectories for weld, boundary 

conditions, loadings or contacts. They can also be generated during meshing and stored in the 

project directory to be auto-sourced from DynaWeld. The model strategy is defined by meshing 

too: solid, shell-solid, shell or shell 2D which is all supported by DynaWeld. 

 

 

4. Material 

 

The intention of heat treatment is the design of properties by local change of material properties 

and microstructure induced by temperature. Microstructure becomes an important impact as 

well as the change of the phase transformation. This requests the use of multi phase material 

models with phase kinetic models. Material data is temperature dependent and additionally 

phase dependent. The strain rate dependency for flow curves is on top. The new LS-DYNA 

Material *MAT_GENERALIZED_PHASE_CHANGE / *MAT_254 is designed for these 

applications and features [14]: 

- 24 Phases 

- Shells, solids, 2D-shells 

- Welding features (e.g. reset of plastic strain) 

- Phase transformation strain 

- Transformation induced plasticity (TRIP) 

- Sub cycling for phase transformation calculation 

- Tempering 

- Hardness computation 

 

Several phase transformation laws are available. Any law can be assigned to each possible 

phase change relation i → j: 

- Koinstinen-Marburger 

- Kirkaldy 

- generalized Johnson-Mehl-Avrami-Kolmogorov with Leblond extension 

- Oddy 

- Time criterion 

 

The list of laws is extendable in case further research provides new laws. 

 

The chemical alloys impact the microstructure. In case of steel carbon is the main alloy. The 

case hardening process use this effect. The specimen is carburised before quenching. The 

distributed carbon content leads to distributed material properties, flow curve as well as phase 

kinetic, according to the carbon content. For this instance the carbon dependency has to be 

taken into account and a preceding carburisation simulation has to be performed. 

 

The extension for case hardening is actually under development. 

 

While the change of microstructure is wilfully manipulated for heat treatment processes it is an 

unwanted effect during welding. The effects from phase transformation has to be taken into 

account for welding as well as for heat treatment. Thus the same material model can be applied. 

For welding analysis the filler material is assigned initially to the liquid phase and activated 

when the temperature exceeds the melting point. 

 

In case the materials microstructure does not change (e.g. stainless steels) a single phase 

model is recommend. In case of distortion analysis for welding a simplified approach for the 

phase transformation strain, which applies the transformation strain during the temperature 



interval of transformation, can be chosen to enable the use of a single phase model. The LS-

DYNA material *MAT_CWM / *MAT_270 is such a single phase model for welding analysis: 

- Shells, solids, 2D-shells 

- Activation of filler 

- Reset of plastic strain 

- simplified approach of phase transformation strain 

- Cooling period (e.g. T8-5-time) 

 

*MAT_270 features bilinear flow curves as well as nonlinear flow curves with strain rate 

dependency. The simpler the model the faster and more robust runs the simulation. Each model 

has its preferred application and DynaWeld supports both. 

 

DynaWeld-Material is developed to drive the material data for welding and heat treatment. The 

user has the choice between input or import of data. The user can adjust the data. If necessary 

Phase kinetic parameter like JMAK-parameter are adjusted automatically by DynaWeld-Material. 

Finally the user can choose whether *MAT_254 or *MAT_270 shall be exported. (Fig. 3 left). 

DynaWeld-Material supports a method to generate multi phase flow curves from a basic flow 

curve according to yield and ultimate strength of each phase at room temperature. This method 

is described from Loose in [15]. 

 

Actually DynaWeld supports the following input of Data: 

- User defined - without data import 

- WeldWare import 

- Sysweld import 

- JMatPro import - single phase data 

- JMatPro import - multi phase data 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: DynaWeld Material - Import of single phase models 

 

DynaWeld-Material supports several material classes. Each class has its own temperature 

range phase assignment and predefinitions for selected variables (Table 1). 

 



Table 1: Phase concept multi phase material 

Phase 

ID 

Steel Steel no 

transformation 

Aluminium other 

1 Austenite Molten Molten Phase 1 

2 Ferrite - HAZ Phase 2 

3 Perlite - - Phase 3 

4 Bainite - - Phase 4 

5 Martensite - - Phase 5 

6 Base Material Base Material Base Material Base Material 

7 Liquid/Filler Liquid/Filler Liquid/Filler Liquid/Filler 

8 tempered Martensite - - Phase 8 

9 tempered Bainite - - Phase 9 

 

 

Fig. 4: DynaWeld Material - import of multi phase models 



The base material represents the initial material. It may be a mix of single phases or a 

rolled / heat treated state. Liquid represents molten material as well as not yet deposited filler 

material for welding. The user can choose whether melting shall be taken account or not. In 

case of the import the user can define additional settings. Fig. 3 right shows the import window 

for single phase material data. Fig. 4 shows the import window for multi phase material models. 

In this case the user can adjust the phase allocation from import data. He can also adjust the 

flow curve by yield and ultimate strength according to Loose [15]. 

 

Additionally to the material LS-DYNA keyword file DynaWeld-Material prints out a spreadsheet 

file with the data of all material properties. The material data is displayed in diagrams. This 

serves the visualisation as well as the documentation. 

 

 

5. Setup of heat treatment simulations 

 

Reduce the input to the process parameter and let the pre-processor do the job of keyword-

writing. To feature this requires a deep understanding of the variable parameters of the 

process.A spreadsheet file is used as a form of readable metadata to define the parameters. 

The table HT-Process (Fig. 5) collects the data for quenching media, oven temperature, carbon 

content and tempering temperature. Load-buttons enable the user to import existing data. Thus 

a one time defined oven curve can be stored in the user database and may be reloaded for 

many simulations. A graphic table visualises all input data as seen in Fig. 6: 

 

 

Fig. 5: Input table HT-process 

 

Fig. 6: Visualisation of oven curves 



 

In the Table HT-Parameter (Fig. 7) the remaining process parameters like temperature of 

quenching media, diving parameter or initial carbon content are defined. Further tables enable 

the definition of boundary conditions, solver and output settings. To consider the heat treatment 

of welded structures the definition of contacts is also enabled. 

The data access as well as the setup of changes or variants is fast. The spreadsheet-file 

DynaWeld-Heat-Treat used for the input of data represents also the documentation of the 

simulation model without additional work. 

 

Fig. 7: Input table HT-parameter 

 

The input file generator for DynaWeld-Heat Treatment is now under development as well as the 

extension to inductive hardening. 

 

 

6. Heat source for welding simulations 

 

The welding structure analysis uses equivalent heat sources representing an equivalent heat 

input into the model. DynaWeld supports a wide bibliography of equivalent heat source 

functions: 

- part heating for metatransient method 

- surface heat sources 

- volumetric heat sources 

 

The heat source can be applied to segment (surface), solids, shells and 2D shells. The new 

LS-DYNA heat source *BOUNDARY_THERMAL_WELD_TRAJECTORY [9] is supported as 

well. This heat source applies heating on shell and solids within the same definition. It has an 

internal energy input control and an sub cycling algorithm over time and space to overcome the 

mesh dependency and the influence of the overall time stepping of the thermal solver. The heat 

is applied on the thermal thick shell also with respect to its geometry in thickness direction  

 

The volumetric functions are designed to cover all kinds of fusion welding with the following 

geometric distributions: 

- ellipsoid 

- cylindrical 

- conical  

- double-conical 

 



The intensity function in the geometric shape is constant or Gaussian. The modified ellipsoid 

heat source for gas metal arc welding according to the recent investigation from Mokrov [16] is 

supported too. 

 

The heat source calibration can be done by micro section, WPS-approach or by import from 

process simulation. DynaWeld supports an interface to SimWeld [17][18] for the pre calculation 

of the heat input for gas metal arc welding. 

 

 

7. Setup of welding simulations 

 

The moving heat source in the welding simulation model is defined by the trajectory, the 

reference which defines the direction, start time, velocity and the parameter of the equivalent 

heat source. The fastest way to define a trajectory is the definition of a set of continuous sorted 

nodes. This is the method supported by DynaWeld. With the new LS-DYNA heat source only 

the trajectory is mandatory, the reference is auto detected by the normal of the elements 

surface. For the other heat sources a second node set for each weld defines the reference. 

 

Rotation around the trajectory, movement in reference direction or movement in lateral direction 

enable the local fine adjustment of the heat source position. The end time is calculated by the 

length of trajectory. velocity and start time. The start time of the next weld can be calculated by 

end time of prior weld and the intermediate time. The DynaWeld-Trajectory procedure sources 

the mesh files and the node set files and calculates the length of all trajectories as well as its 

number of elements. The number of elements, trajectory length and velocity is used to define 

the basic time step for the analysis. The heat source type is addressed by a short code. The 

codes are explained in a commentary field in the input table. Special parameter can be set to 

each heat source to include or exclude certain parts from the heat input or to adjust the sub 

cycling of the new LS-DYNA heat source. A reverse option is available to reverse the start and 

end point of the trajectory. A check file in LS-DYNA keyword format is written to visualise the 

trajectories, references and start points by beam elements. This check is important for 

simulation quality reason. 

 

The input of the heat sources is done in the spreadsheet table DynaWeld Process-plan (Fig. 8). 

The row Process nr. is used to order the weld sequence. A new weld sequence can be defined 

and the lines in the table can be reordered by the function "sort". Thus the change of weld order 

is only a task of few seconds. It is possible to apply more than one robot with simultaneously 

welding. The heat input is given by the total energy per time (Q in W). The distributed heat input 

is calculated. Some heat sources allow the input of the surface or volume distributed heat input 

(q in W/mm² or q W/mm³). The calibration factor kf is used for the final adjustment of the energy 

input. The heat input Q is multiplied by kf . 

 

 

Fig. 8: Input table heat sources 

 

The spreadsheet table DynaWeld – Time Schedule Welding contains the information of the time 

periods with small time steps during welding or the movement of clamps . It uses the start and 

end times from the process sheet and calculates the basic time step. The user can adjust the 

time step for mechanical and thermal solver and add a time period of small steps after each 



weld. Discrete time periods with small time steps can be added user defined. The time step 

increase for the cooling time is calculated automatically. 

 

The spreadsheet DynaWeld – Boundary is used for the definition of: 

- single point constraints on nodes or node sets 

- symmetry planes 

- load (force) on node for nodes or node sets 

- displacement (movement) on nodes for nodes or node sets 

 

Loads and displacement are applied with user defined start ramp hold time and end ramp. This 

features the movement of clamps as well as the application of predeformations. 

 

The assignment of materials, shell thickness and number of integration points is given in the 

table DynaWeld – Part and Segment. Segment sets, node sets or part sets can be defined by 

selecting the considered parts and can be used for any definition in the model. Predefined 

materials for rigid body with the block of any combination of degree of translation are 

addressable. The user can part wise decide between full or reduced integration. 

 

DynaWeld supports a wide range of LS-DYNA contacts.  

- Weld contact 

- Friction contact 

- Mortar contact 

- Smooth contact 

- Tied contact 

- Node to surface contact with interference option 

 

The weld contact is now available for shells and solids. It switches automatically from friction 

contact to tied contact when the melting temperature is reached in the contact surface. Mortar 

contact is special for implicit analysis, the smooth contact takes into account the curved surface 

instead of the sharp shell-element edges from the mesh. This increases the contact robustness 

especially for cases like automotive bodies. Generally The shell thickness is taken into account 

automatically. The option ignore shell thickness is also available to enable the modelling of 

clamps by its contact surface with shells. The contact is defined in the sheet 

DynaWeld - Contact Table. 

 

The final table DynaWeld - Start and Model Parameter defines general settings, solver settings, 

post settings dead load and heat transfer by conduction and radiation. The title of the project is 

given and the LS-DYNA executable to be used for launching the job. 

 

All tables are stored in the file DynaWeld-Processplan. This file contains all information of the 

simulation model and represents the documentation. 

 

If any keyword requested for modelling is not supported by DynaWeld, the user can define it in 

a special user-file. This file will be sourced and included automatically. Thus the definition in this 

file is kept as well if the DynaWeld input is modified. 

 

The DynaWeld Input writer welding (Fig. 9) reads the information from the file DynaWeld-

Processplan, sources all mesh and material files and generates the keyword input for LS-DYNA 

solver. Structured input with subdirectories and include files or one-file input is available. For the 

structured input the user can choose whether the complete input is written or single tasks. Last 

feature powers in case of single modifications. Check files are written to prompt the input for 

control reason. An launch file for LS-PrePost enables the opening of the entire model in LS-

PrePost or other pre-processors for checking.  



 
Fig. 9: DynaWeld Input writer welding 

 

 

The user can erase existing input or results. The input writer supports thermo-mechanical 

decoupled or coupled analysis and whether the simulation shall be subdivided in restart steps 

for each weld. Finally the user can launch or kill the computation. 

 

 

8. Special tools and features 

 

 

Fig. 10: DynaWeld Heat-Check 

 

The Tool menu contains simulation related auxiliary procedures. Duplicate model generates a 

clone of the actual model. In case of decoupled analysis the option copy thermal results enables 

variant runs for mechanic solution only. The post file for thermal or mechanical analysis can be 

launched. With respect to the material - steel or aluminium - the DynaWeld temperature legend 

is applied to the temperature range room temperature - melting temperature. Another procedure 



writes command files for automatic post processing on path or time history on discrete nodes. 

Therefore the input are files with the related node lists. 

 

Most important for the result quality is the correct input of energy. DynaWeld Heat Check 

sources the LS-DYNA prompt file for thermal analysis and evaluates the heat input considered 

in the simulation run (Fig. 10). Thus the existing heat input can be compared to the desired heat 

input. If adjustment is needed the calibration factor kf can be calculated and used for an 

improved run. This method gives guarantee for the correct heat input which is most important 

for correct results. 

 

 

9. Summary 

 

This paper presents the new DynaWeld software as an environment and pre-processor for 

welding and heat treatment simulations with LS-DYNA. DynaWeld is mentioned to be an add on 

for existing software environment as well as an tool for the entire setup of models. His intention 

lies on efficient model setup with no limitations in modelling. 

 

The input uses spreadsheet files as meta-file. These spreadsheet files represent the 

documentation of the simulation model. The spreadsheet input enables a fast access to the 

data and enables fast setup and modify of models. DynaWeld use a sub structuring of the 

model in the tasks geometry, material and process. The auto-source feature of DynaWeld 

reduces the effort of input. 

 

DynaWeld supports many model and discretisation types. Shell element models are supported 

as well as solid or 2D-shell element models. 

 

The material tool provides the data management for welding and heat treatment material data. 

User defined input of data, import from WeldWare, Sysweld or JMatPro with the capability of 

data adjustment is available. The transformation from single phase input data to an multi phase 

model with phase transformation is featured. Additional phases for tempered material are able 

to create. Simple and advanced material models are supported to guarantee efficient simulation 

run adapted to the simulation task 

 

DynaWeld considers the process chain simulation and the assembly simulation. 

 

Finally the latest LS-DYNA welding and heat treatment features like the new shell-solid heat 

source with energy input control or the new welding contacts are supported by DynaWeld 
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